20-30

TIMES EACH YEAR
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Thank you for your interest in lightning
protection from Applied Lightning Safety Group, Inc.
The following information is to provide an understanding of the role of lightning
protection with respect to the special vulnerabilities of high technology luxury estates.

YOUR HOME
WILL BE IN AN
ELECTRICAL STORM*

Today’s luxury estate homes are sophisticated
structures that are often one of the most
prominent features in the local landscape. They
are on beaches, hilltops or open spaces, making
them highly vulnerable to lightning. This
situation is complicated by the numerous electrical and electronic systems found in these structures and the surrounding grounds.
A decade ago, the use of computer control,
also known as “Smart Home Technology”,
became a new standard for advanced luxury
home construction.
Microprocessor-based controls are now
standard equipment in every mechanical and
electrical system within the home. Lighting
Control, HVAC, Entertainment Systems, and
others, are commonly linked to a central
command interface such as Crestron or other
similar control product. The result of this

innovation was the ability to create virtually
unlimited household features that were both
convenient and easy to use.
After construction, one fact became clear:
Computer Technology is very sensitive to
electrical disturbances, the most destructive of
which is lightning.
Prior to the advent of this technology,
damage from local lightning strikes and utility
electrical surges were of little consequence; but
now those events are very destructive, very
expensive and far more common.
Owners, builders, architects and repair
technicians became advocates for lightning
protection. They quickly realized that a safe and
stable electrical environment was essential to
shelter a modern Luxury Estate.
A Comprehensive Lightning Protection
System is that shelter, and this is the product and
service we provide.

www.lightningproof.com
*Statistic based on THUNDERSTORM DAYS PER YEAR in the Northeast United States, according to the National Weather Service and the NFPA RISK ASSESSMENT GUIDE

Important System Capabilities
Comprehensive Lightning Protection vs. Lightning Rod Systems
Comprehensive Lightning Protection provides: 1) Structural Fire Protection

PLUS:
2) Personal Safety
3) Household Wiring Protection
4) Electronic Systems Protection
Lightning Rod Systems: will only provide
basic structural fire protection designed to
minimum standards.

Critical Engineering
Our Comprehensive process:
Phase 1. Structural Protection
A Structural Protection System is a copper cable framework installed
within the exterior walls of the structure. Connected at the highest
points of this framework are the air terminals or “lightning rods.”
This conductive framework carries lightning energy safely to the
base of the structure where it is dissipated into the earth through a
buried grounding system. Applied Lightning builds protection
systems to NFPA 780. This Standard for the Installation of
Lightning Protection Systems is a comprehensive engineering
standard. National Fire Protection Association also produces the
NEC or National Electric Code. Because both standards reference
each other, the lightning protection engineering integrates seamlessly with the engineering of your household electrical system. All
materials used are UL listed for use in Lightning Protection Systems.

Phase 2. Enhanced Engineered Layout of Electrical & Electronic Wiring

Objectives:

IEC 62305-4 is an International Lightning Protection Engineering
Standard. This engineering is used to safely integrate critical
electronic systems within lightning-proof structures. This important safety standard will be used to guide the integration of wiring
and electronic systems into your home.
An engineering overview of your structure is conducted. Then
coordination meetings will be held to work out suitable strategies
for locating all sensitive internal wiring and controls.
Applied Lightning will then mark out safe pathways for internal
wiring. This is very important for personal safety and the
survivability of internal electronic systems in the event of a direct
lightning strike to your home. For obvious reasons, this work can
only be implemented during construction.

Fire and Damage Prevention:
Provides protection of the physical structure and wiring in the event of a
direct lightning strike. This is accomplished by building a highly conductive
cage within the exterior walls and roof of the building that will conduct
lightning energy safely around the structure to ground. Advanced IEC
engineering techniques and sub-contractor guidance provides wire protection
that enhances personal safety.

Personal Safety:
Provides protection of the occupants within the structure who may be
physically interacting with mechanical systems, electronics or other conductive
elements of the structure during an electrical storm. This is accomplished by
selective use of surge suppression equipment and on-site management of the
internal wiring layout, and design.

Electronic Stability:
Provides a stable foundation for all electrical and electronic equipment
from everyday damaging electrical disturbances, as well as protection against
catastrophic damage caused by even the most severe lightning event. The
protocol used in the development of this platform is a proven method used to
protect critical equipment and infrastructure by the Telecom, Aerospace and
all other electronic control or data dependent industries.

Phase 3. Electronic Stability Platform©
An Electronic Stability Platform© is a system that is custom
engineered for each structure we protect. Its main purpose is to
provide a safe power and surge protection foundation for
electronic systems connected to wiring that travel outside the
structure. During an electrical storm, external wiring presents
extreme risks to both users of electronic equipment and the
equipment itself. Proper protection of this wiring is essential for
personal safety and to eliminate damage from lightning, as well as
everyday power surges, such as generator transfer spikes. Experts
from multiple sources, including PolyPhaser Corp., have
collaborated with us to produce this high performance Electronic
Stability Platform.

These three processes provide proper levels of protection to address all the
Lightning sensitive conditions that exist in today’s Luxury Homes.
www.lightningproof.com

About Us

Budget
The approximate cost to include Comprehensive Lightning Protection to your
home is ¼ - ½ of 1% of your construction budget.

Contracts
Comprehensive Lightning Protection is contracted in two parts:
Part #1

Includes Phases 1&2: Structural Protection & Wire Management.
This work is integrated into the structure throughout the construction process
and can be priced at the very beginning of construction.

Part #2

Includes Phase 3: Electronic Stability Platform and Surge Protection.
Engineering and accurate pricing for this work is only possible after final
electronic equipment locations have been chosen along with an accurate inventory
of internal and external wiring such as control, communications and landscape
lighting, etc. Typically, this information is only available in the later stages of the
construction process.

Maximum Value & Timing

We feel it is important to mention
that we have over 1.8 billion dollars
worth of ultra high end residential assets
protected by our Lightning Protection
Systems.
Our reputation for providing effective
lightning protection is unblemished,
and we are committed to keep it that
way.
Let us provide this same world-class
lightning safety to your home.
Please contact us if you have any
questions or need more information
regarding your specific project.

Early in Construction is by far, the optimum time to engage.
Effective lightning protection requires access to the underlying structural
components of your home. This is the only opportunity to access important
areas without compromise, and at lower cost.

We build durability and safety into your home
so you can focus on more important things...
ADVANCED ENGINEERING SUPPORT AND PRODUCTS

CONTACT INFORMATION

International Electrotechnical
Commission
Inc.

Office: 631.345.6185
MEMBER ORGANIZATIONS

Fax:

631.205.9156

www.lightningproof.com
Member National Fire Protection Association
1524 Rocky Point Rd. Middle Island, NY 11953
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An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure.

